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Abstract 
    This paper proposes procedures for categorizing group opinions and making preference order of them, in 
circumstances of group decision-making. First, a fuzzy opinion matrix is constructed, in which each element is 
derived from the difference between two evaluation vectors. The difference of the two is well expressed by the 
symmetric evaluation method based on sigmoid function and tangent function. In fact, the conventional cosine 
method is not well balanced in expressing fuzzy similarity and dissimilarity simultaneously. To categorize opinions, 
the idea of fuzzy similarity relation is utilized. Then nature of the transitivity of opinion matrix plays an important 
role. Next, participants to the decision-making group are graded so that the total sum of each subgroup’s 
dissatisfaction to the result is minimized. In this paper, using both the categorized group opinions and each grade of 
subgroups, final preference order is calculated. The significant feature of the proposed method appears in the 
combination of symmetric evaluation method, fuzzy similarity relation and optimized preference orders. By these 
techniques, the proposed method gives a reasonable decision-making in the context of logical treatment for various 
opinions due to diversified views or ideas. 
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1. Introduction 
   
    In daily life, we sometimes encounter the opportunity to determine serious things, whether in business  
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or in personal sphere. To accomplish a certain object, we may choose the optimal action or thing out of 
the various alternatives. Especially group decision-making is regarded as the important event for making 
definite policy of organization or society. Despite this, the problem of group decision-making often 
appears in our actual life. The difficulty lies on decision maker’s perspectives due to different sense of 
values, ideas, and lifestyles. Then in constructing group decision support systems, our interests are in the 
problems how to aggregate various opinions, based on “similarity” and “dissimilarity” and how to make 
an agreement when opinions are different. Complicated matter also occurs in the fact that all participants 
are not equally qualified for determining a thing. That means there exist some grades among participants. 
    The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [1] is well known as a tool to solve the problem of multiple 
criteria decision-making. In the management of group decision-making, two representative techniques of 
aggregation [1,2] have been presented. One is the technique to aggregate each pairwise comparison 
matrix at each stage in a hierarchy process [3,4]. Thus this technique leads a combined result of group 
priority at the final stage of the process, by usual calculation. The other depends on the way that the 
aggregation is established at the final stage. That is, individual participant gets his own evaluation, first, 
after that, the final priority of the whole group is derived by aggregating each evaluated result [5-7].  
    The decision-making group often consists of versatile types of members. As they have their own views 
and ideas, the acquired final result could be quite different from some decision maker’s intention. Thus 
the result may give a kind of stress on certain participants. In this connection, Zahir [8], Bolloju [9] 
emphasize the importance of homogeneity of each evaluation when adopting aggregation of each opinion 
as the group opinion. Also, we often notice that participants are not necessarily qualified equally to 
determine a thing. Hence some method that can grade obtained subgroups is required. Masthoff [10] has 
studied strategies for combining individual decision-maker models to adapt to group decision-making. 
Through experiment for selecting television items, the paper investigated how human select a sequence of 
items for a group to watch television.   
    Recent work presented by Ota et al. [11] also utilizes the method that divides group members into some 
homogeneous subgroups before calculating total priority. In their method, the final priority of the total 
group is calculated, by gathering priorities obtained from the homogeneous subgroups. As the way of 
expressing “similarity” and “dissimilarity”, they have utilized “cosine” derived from inner product of 
evaluation vectors. In fact, analyzing the difference between two evaluations is important to accomplish 
group consensus and must be taken into account in the group decision-making process.  
    In this paper, a procedure for making preference order of subgroups that are led from fuzzy opinion 
matrix is presented. Each element of the matrix is calculated from the difference between two evaluated 
vectors. The difference is expressed by symmetric evaluation method (SEM) that is useful to quantify 
similarity and dissimilarity. Next, similar opinions in the group are clustered according to the nature of the 
fuzzy similarity relation. The transitive law plays an important role in the process of clustering.  Then 
subgroups are graded in this paper so that the total sum of each subgroup’s dissatisfaction to average 
opinion is minimized. The Lagrange multiplier technique is used to solve the minimization problem.  
2. Fuzzy similarity relation 
    In this section, we discuss the way of expressing similarity and dissimilarity of two evaluation vectors. 
Conventional well-known methods to express similarity between two nth order vectors arecosine” 
derived from inner product. Hence we investigate the nature of cosine function, first. Pointing out a 
drawback of the cosine method in expressing fuzzy similarity and dissimilarity simultaneously, we 
propose SEM (Symmetric Evaluation Method) instead of the cosine method. Then, we describe that 
values computed by SEM construct fuzzy similarity relation that is useful to make clustering of opinions.  
2.1. Cosine method 
   Let us consider two vectors as shown in Figure 1. A similarity expression of two vectors on the multi-
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dimensional space is “cosine” derived from inner product [12]. If evaluated vectors are unit vectors, such 
that |Ḟi|=1, |Ḟj |=1, then, we have the result; 
 
     cos δ = Ḟi Ḟj ⁄ |Ḟi||Ḟj |= Ḟi Ḟj                                                                                                 (1) 
 
Thus, there exist relations; 
 
(i)  If  Ḟi = Ḟj,  then  cos δ = 1,    
(ii)  If  Ḟi    Ḟj  then  cos δ = 0,  
  
Here, numbers “1” and “0” imply “similar” and “dissimilar”, respectively. 
 
           
          Fig.1 Similarity between two opinion vectors Ḟi and Ḟj 
   
    In the cosine method, δ =0 denotes that the two vectors are completely same, while δ =π/2 implies 
completely different. It is natural to consider “completely same” and “completely different” are 
recognized as “completely similar” and “completely dissimilar”, respectively. According to the idea, we 
notice that value of “completely similar” plus value of “completely dissimilar” equals one. Especially, 
when the numbers imply degree of fuzziness, this relationship becomes important, because “not a” is 
expressed by 1-a in fuzzy theory. In the cosine method, however, problems appear for intermediate values. 
For example, when δ =π/6, despite the degree of similarity is given as cos(π/6)0.87, the degree of 
dissimilarity is cos(π/3)0.5. That is, although both (i) and (ii) show well-balanced degree for sum of 
similarity and dissimilarity, i.e., 1+0=1 and 0+1=1, the case δ =π/6 gives the relation 0.87+0.5=1.37>1. 
Similarity and dissimilarity values do not correspond to angle expressions. It is recognized as a quite 
awkward in harmonizing similarity and dissimilarity. 
 
2.2. Symmetric evaluation method   
     
   To improve the drawback of cosine method, we propose SEM using sigmoid function. A sigmoid 
function that shows similarity and dissimilarity is given in Figure 2. To cope with infinities, we introduce 
a tangent function as the intermediate function which can transform angles into infinities. Combining the 
sigmoid function and the tangent function, we can derive a similarity function which realize SEM. 
   In this paper, the combined sigmoid function s is given as 
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Where, the role of f(δ) is a mapping from the angle-based expression to the number between minus 
infinity and plus infinity, such that f : [0, π/2] ⟶ [-∞, +∞]. These infinities are transformed to [1,0], by 
the sigmoid function, using the mapping s:[-∞,+∞] ⟶ [1,0].  Thus, angle based expression is well 
related to the values [1,0]. Concerning function s, we have s(π/6) = 0.64(similarity) and s(π/3) = 0.36 










2.3. Fuzzy similarity relation 
 
   In this subsection, the concept of fuzzy similarity relation that is used to categorize opinion vectors is 
presented. All elements of the similarity relation are given by computing equation (2). 
   Let us consider the direct product of set X and set Y, such that 
 
          XY = { (x, y) | xX, yY}                                                                                         (3) 
 
Then fuzzy relation R is characterized by a membership function μR as [13] 
 
         μR : XY → [0,1]                                                                                                         (4) 
 
For this relation, fuzzy relational matrix R is composed as 
 
          R = [ rij ] = [μR (xi ,yj) ],     xiX, yjY                                                                       (5) 
 
Let R and T be relations in XY and YZ, respectively. Then the composition of R and T denoted by 
RoT is defined as follows: 
            RoT  ⇔  μRoT (x ,z) = max	min {μR(x,y), μT(y,z)}                                                         (6) 
                                                 y 
  
   The next definition about fuzzy similarity relation gives an important role in the categorization.  
 
Sigmoid function sf 
− ∞ 
f(δ)  
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Definition 1 
   When the following three conditions are satisfied, the relation R on set X is called similarity relation[14] 
 
(1) reflexivity:  μR(x,x) = 1 ;  RI 
(2) symmetry:  μR(x,y) = μR(y,x) ;  R=RT 
(3) transitivity:  max	min {μR(x,y), μR(y,z) }  μR(x,z);  RoR R                              y 
3. Composition of fuzzy opinion matrix 
   According to the discussion in the subsection 2.2, the similarity function between two evaluation 
vectors, s(δij);[0,π/2]→[1,0], has been defined, where s(δij) =1 implies completely similar and s(δij)=0 
implies dissimilar. Thus a fuzzy opinion matrix can be defined as follows: 
 
Definition 2 
   For the normalized opinion vectors Ḟi and Ḟj, fuzzy relational matrix in which elements are derived 
from angles between the two opinion vectors as s(δij); 
 
            S = [ sij ] ,  sij = s(δij) , i,j = 1,2,…,n                                                                                  (7) 
 
is called opinion matrix. 
 
   Now let consider the uniting rule for three opinion vectors. Suppose evaluated three vectors Ḟi, Ḟj and 
Ḟk given by three persons I, J and K. Again we assume |Ḟi|, |Ḟj| and |Ḟk| equal 1. There exists some rule 
among sik, sji and skj for the opinion matrix S in Definition 2 to be a fuzzy similarity relation. That is, sik, 
sji and skj  must have the relationship so that S satisfies three conditions given in Definition 1. This gives 
the uniting rule for opinion vectors.  
  Thus we can derive a theorem referring to Definitions 1 and 2. 
 
Theorem 1 
   For three normalized opinion vectors, opinion matrix S is the similarity relation under the condition 
   




   Conditions for reflexivity and symmetry are clearly satisfied from definition of sij=s(δij). Therefore we 
prove  the transitivity law: 
 
         sik   (sij  sjk)      for   j=1,2,3                                                                                               (9) 
               
In equation (9), ,  denote max and mini operations. 
   A general term sij  sjk in the right-hand side is rewritten as sji  skj , because S is symmetric. Hence, 
using the condition (8), we have  
 
              sik  sji  skj      for  j=1,2,3                                                                                                (10) 
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Thus inequality (9) that is the transitivity law is satisfied. 
4. Determination of grade for subgroup 
In this section, we discuss the preference order of categorized group opinions and propose the method 
for making grade of subgroups. 
 
4.1. Categorization from opinion matrix 
 
   When an opinion matrix given has the property of fuzzy similarity relation, all opinions can be included 
in a same group, logically. If only some parts satisfy the similarity, decision-makers must decide whether 
they categorize some groups with similar opinions by using satisfying parts or some of them change their 
opinions according to negotiation etc. That choice depends on decision-makers who concern in the 
responsibility of establishing the plan. 
   In this section, we consider the case that some sub-matrices of opinion matrix partly satisfy similarity 
relations, although whole opinion matrix do not satisfy the relation. Then opinion matrix S may be 
divided into some subgroups. As we often encounter, participants are not necessarily qualified equally to 
determine a thing, and then, making a grade of subgroup is required.  
 
4.2. Optimization of dissatisfaction 
 
   In this subsection, a method of grading subgroups is proposed. Basic idea in the method is that 
subgroups are graded so that the total sum of each subgroup’s dissatisfaction to average opinion is 
minimized. The Lagrange’s multiplier technique is used to solve the minimization problem.  
   Let wi and vij be a grade of subgroup i, and evaluated value of which subgroup i evaluates item j, 
respectively. Dissatisfaction considered here is given as 
  
             D(w) =   (wivij-ej)2                                                                                                      (11) 
 
where ej denotes an average value of evaluations for item j that is given by 
 
             ej  = (1/n)  wivij                                                                                                      (12) 
 
Then the Lagrange multiplier method is formulated as follows: 
 
               wi =1                                                                                                              (13) 
 
              L(wi,)
 D(w) + (1-  wi)                                                                                  (14) 
 
In equation (14), is Lagrange’s undetermined multiplier. L(wi,) is partially differentiated with respect 
to wi and . Thus we have 
 
             ∂L(wi,)/∂wi  =  0                                                                                                    (15) 
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              ∂L(wi,)/∂ 
 
By solving the above equations, we can obtain wi which minimizes group’s dissatisfaction D(w).      
   In this paper, the arithmetic mean with linear characteristic is used to synthesize subgroup’s opinion 
after categorization of opinion matrix. Thus, obtained weight wi is taken into account in calculating 
arithmetic mean of evaluated values. 
5. Conclusion 
   In this paper, a procedure for categorizing opinion matrix and making preference order of obtained 
subgroup’s opinions was presented. Categorization was carried out through a nature of fuzzy similarity 
relation in which the transitivity law played the important role. In fact, a group member in modern society 
has a tendency to recognize certain problem from his own standpoint and perspective, having each unique 
sense of views and criteria. Hence, a logical approach to group decision-making has to be established. For 
expressing similarity, SEM was found to be effective in estimating “similar” and “dissimilar”, 
simultaneously. Then, a group of participants was graded so that the total sum of each group’s 
dissatisfaction was minimized.  
   By these techniques, the proposed method gives a reasonable decision-making in the context of logical 
treatment for various opinions due to diversified views or ideas. 
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